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President’s message
“Why should I join the Mountaineering Club?”
I was posed this question a hundred times over the course of the
Orientation Week Market Day, where the full-sun position of the ANUMC
stall meant that people needed a short and honest answer rather than a
drawn-out one.
“We have a climbing wall that you can use for free,” I reply with a grin,
comparing this with the cost of the climbing gyms in Mitchell and Hume.
For many people who join the club, access to such equipment is the first
selling point. Outdoor gear is expensive, and the expertise of commercial
guides even more so. Rather than commit to an unknown sport, most
people would prefer never to kayak than to buy one, and would prefer
to never to sleep in the snow than to freeze in a Kmart tent and sleeping
bag.* In overcoming this simple hurdle, the ANUMC has inspired hundreds
of people to experience the outdoors, often for the first time.†
But it is the second selling point of the Mountaineering Club that has seen
members return year after year, and kept the club itself going for decades:
the people in it. The best tent in the world‡ and the most spectacular
sunrise over Australia’s highest mountains are even better when shared
with fellow mountaineers. Especially when they bring extra coffee.
Yes, you may now hug the nearest outdoors person.
The Mountaineering Club has seen some truly inspirational people leading
trips that make The Epic worthy of its title. Last year we celebrated the 20th
anniversary of the Cocktails on the Castle event, and the 30th anniversary
of the first Australian ascent of Mt Everest by ex-ANUMCer Tim MacartneySnape. We also celebrated people kayaking out onto Lake Burley Griffin for
the first time to watch balloons or fireworks fill the capital skies, and the
delight of new canyoners seeing their first yabby in the Blue Mountains.
We even celebrated the enthusiasm with which mountain biking was
taken up by members of the club able to afford one, even if it is the sport
most likely to leave you with gashed knees and knuckles.
This tradition - of encouraging everything from a member’s first bushwalk,
to a new leader’s first snowshoeing trip, to an expedition setting new trad
routes in Yemen – is one set to continue for many years. To help inspire,
the club is offering the Adventure Fund, which has already seen Jason’s
“maybe-one-day…” dream to paddle around Freycinet in Tasmania come
to fruition (see Lauren’s piece for more information on this fund). Don’t
think that you’re experienced or skilled enough to run a trip? Then join one
of the skills courses on offer over this year, to give you a background in first
aid, or learn how to roll a kayak, or lead a sports climb. The club’s foremost
concern is the safe participation of its members in outdoor recreation, and
we strongly encourage members to improve their skills and knowledge to
make every club trip safer and more enjoyable.
So, challenge yourself this year. Try a new activity, reach a new grade, learn
a new skill, contribute to the Epic. I’ve certainly challenged myself with
taking on the role as President of one of the largest clubs at the ANU, and I
aim to make this a great year for all the members of this club.

Cover: Ben Young deep-water soloing near Shu’ab, Yemen.
Photo: Chris Elliot

And if you’re one of those new members who signed up to the club for
access to the climbing wall? Welcome to the largest, most active and most
awesome outdoor club in Canberra, and thank you for being one of the
people who make it.

Club president Jess§, admiring the view during Cocktails at the Castle this summer

*This is probably for the best. The ANUMC
strongly advises against using cheap Kmart
equipment in conditions that can kill you
and/or be cold and generally unpleasant.
†While the club is a very useful resource for
cheap outdoor gear, this gear is of course
prioritised for ANUMC trips. The club does
not need your hire money as much as it
needs your participation. And blood, I guess,
judging from some of the sports…
‡Hilleberg. Just sayin’.
§ The one on the left. In red.

“ One day we reached a strange desert island… many of the passengers decided to go ashore and I
sat down on the bank of a river and fell fast asleep. When I awoke there was not a soul in sight. The
ship had sailed, for the captain had forgot about me… The sun had not yet set and the sky was a
fiery pink. Suddenly, everything went dark as though night had fallen. I looked up and saw an
enormous bird with outstretched wings, shutting out the sunlight. I remembered then of
hearing about a bird so huge it fed its nestlings elephants. The bird’s name was Rukh ”
– The Second Voyage of Sinbad the Sailor, 1001 Nights

Bad weather on my last night in Canberra. Thongs
of lightning lashing the tops of Mt Ainslie as a rose
sunset mixes with the gunmetal greys of a storm
cell. The storm follows us north to Sydney. Isolated
showers. Patches of clear. Then heavy thick globules
of water, orbs of wet hammering against the
windshield.
All the standard tourist traps on my last day in
Australia. Darling Harbour. Circular Quay. Another
sunset over the Harbour Bridge. Seats for the ballet
at Sydny Opera House. The Nutcracker. Christmas
theme. I hold Ellie’s hand as Drosselmeyer, the dark
magician, presents the children with their gifts. No
Christmas for me this year. No birthday either. We
stay in King’s Cross. Visit my aunt the next day…
and then… the airport. The rain persists. I hold Ellie
close. She cries. Rain runs down the windows of the
terminal building like tears on a cheek, a thousand
trails of racing water framed against the grey
darkness of a gathering evening. I check in. Clear
customs. Waiting. Thinking about Ellie driving alone,
through the rain, on the long drive back to Canberra.
Leaving is hard. Travelling is hard. Going home is
easy. So why do I do this? Because I must. Because I
absolutely must.
I meet Ben in Kuala Lumpur. He’s in loose clothes,
light threads. His hair is long, sometimes tied in a
top knot. Not quite hippy – not quite clean either. He
looks like he’s about to go on a holiday to Thailand.
Which he is. But we are going elsewhere first…
the island of Soqotra. We’ve been planning this
for months… for months and months… dreams
of paradise. Of rocky hinterlands and cities made
of mud. Of mythical dragon’s blood trees. Of azure
water girded by kilometres of coastal limestone – the
remnants of an ancient coral reef. Deep wadis rent
with bizarre plants and towering granite outcrops
waiting to be scaled and explored. And all this on a
tiny island off the coast of Yemen, perched between
the heel of the Arabian peninsula and the Horn of
Africa, a last oasis, a lost piece of old Gondwanaland,
left like an oceanic breadcrumb in the wake of the

last split of the continents – a geologic and biologic
wonder. Soqotra (Arabic: )ىرطقس.
The name sounds far off. Like the name of some
fictional kingdom ripped from a Schezerzadian sura.
The Orientalist in all of us awakens, shamelessly
beckoned by the allure of the exotic. The name
in itself positions the island “lovingly on a stage”,
and we want a part to play… This is our audition.
The dispassionate anthropologist in me would be
unimpressed. It is poor form to mystify the exotic.
But is it not the fascination with the far-off, the
succumbing to our wildest dreams, which has led
us to places we had never before reached? Distant
peoples, uncharted oceans, the poles, the highest
mountains, the Moon, and beyond. The history of
exploration is a drama replete with its heroes, its
tragedies and victories, and the story goes on, as it
always must. Myths must keep being written.
The cast of the “History of Soqotra” is long and
storied… Sinbad, the fabled sailor from Sindh came
here on his fifth voyage…Thomas the Apostle…
Abu Muhammad al-Hamdani. Throughout time the
island has changed hands over and over… a fleet
of Portuguese venture capitalists under Tristan de
Cunha captured the island’s “soq” (Arabic for “market”
from which the island gets its name) in the early
sixteenth century. Then came the Mahra sultans. Then
the British. With independence the Russians arrived,
lining the beaches with dug-in tanks, to be left
behind in the sea-rusted aftermath of the Cold War.
Alone in the rolling waters of the Indian Ocean,
today Soqotra lies between Somalia and Yemen
– a governate of the latter. Marauding fishermanturned-pirates scour the nearby Somali coasts at the
helm of skiffs full of Kalashnikovs and on mainland
Yemen a failing government lies at the centre of an
ethnic maelstrom of competing insurgencies – a
Shi’a uprising borne out of the dry and rocky hills
of Sada’ah and an Al-Qaeda insurgency cresting
a wave of Sunni discontent away and beyond in
the wastelands of the Hadramawt. Yemen is an
fascinating place and the region’s history is one of
3

turmoil – a constant to and fro between a shakey
peace, isolated gunbattles and brutal violence
capped by terrorism, suicide bombings and drone
strikes.
And yet… Soqotra – the mythical paradise is
devoid of all this. But if Nepal and the tourist traps
of Southern Thailand are bite-sized Asia to the
wandering climber then Soqotra will be a meal in
itself – totally foreign, spiced with cinammon sticks
and scented with frankinscence – the plant for which
the island gained its name – “Souq Al-Qotra” (literally
meaning “frankinscence market”). We board our
Yemen Airways flight to Sana’a… it has an okay safety
record. At least the last plane that went down in the
Indian Ocean was located.
As we board the flight, the hostess double checks our
boarding passes to confirm that Sana’a is truly our
destination. She hands Ben’s back to him and laughs,
happily, in his face.The plane jumps and rattles
through gathering cumulus, long drops through air
pockets and wild bounces through turbulence.

The airport lies in a varying state of disrepair – torn
down walls, roof panels missing, stolen or broken,
exposing the raw cabling within. An eerie late night
quiet lies over the terminal building. A tense calm,
punctuated by an omnipresent assault rifle. Had we
been wrong to exoticise our destination? A flatscreen
television hangs from a beam in the centre of the
room, broadcasting touristic images of mythical
Yemen as if to say: “your first impressions are false”.
Images of Yemen flicker across the screen. “Hodeydah
– the Cinderella of the Red Sea” – does that mean it
turns to shit at midnight? A mixture of uniformed
military and leather awaits us at the immigration
desks – vague jacketed types with stern, sullen faces.
A month ago, the capital had been seized by Houthi
rebels purporting to be from Sada’ah and it seemed
all very unclear now just who at the airport was a
sworn-in agent of the ancien regime and who was
an out-of-towner taking up a new post behind the

immigration desk.
We have our visas stamped, and pass through to the
baggage collection area. One bag, two bags… they
float down a decrepit conveyerbelt from an openbacked ute on the other side of a broken wall – the
ute-driver like a fish-monger dropping off crates of
frozen mackerel at the soq. One of the bags – Ben’s
bag – never comes. It contains ropes, borrowed
climbing hardware, a harness and Ben’s rubber shoes.
It also contains all of his clothes – leaving him with
nothing but the clothes on his back.
I begin hounding the airport staff in white guy Arabic,
stumbling on my “ayns” and stuttering with my “alifs”
as my brain does its best to re-enter third language
mode again. The bag is in transit in Jakarta, I am told.
“Is it really in Jakarta?” I ask.
“Yes.”
“You are sure?”
“Yes.”
I’ve learnt from other travels in the Arab world to treat
any declaration of certainty with healthy supicion, so
I probe further. “Wal shunta, ana beheselha bukara”
“So the bag, it’ll be here tomorrow?” “Inshallah”. If
God will’s it. Classic Arabs, I muse. Put everything
in God’s hands when a lost pack with thousands of
dollars of climbing gear is clearly not the product of
His works but the works of someone in the airline.
But in the Middle East nothing happens and nothing
is certain unless He has willed it. Hence my suspicion
with déclarations of certainty. Later, of course, I learn
that the bag was never lost in transit in Jakarta… it
never left Kuala Lumpur. Finding a corner in a nearby
mushollah, I wriggle into my sleeping bag, hand
Ben a prayer rug and my other pair of trousers, an
overnight transit between us and our flight from
the Mainland. We board our flight with promises the
bag will reach us in Soqotra. I hold no high hopes,
so my brain begins troubleshooting. The plane is
full of stern-looking Arab men in business suits on
the way out of Sana’a after a transit stop in Mukalla.
When they are gone the plane is suddenly flooded
with laughing chattering dark-faced men sporting
a colourful array of gowns, headdress and the
traditional dress worn by Soqotri men, the “furtah”.
The plane taxis along the desert runway takes off
and an hour later we are soaring over Soqotra. Like
a granite scylla, at this time of the year (the wet
season), the high peaks of the Hajhir massif lie hidden
amidst a swath of burgeoning rainclouds, a mystery
known but unseen as the plane circles. Below, a fierce
northerly blows powerful waves against the island’s
sandy shores. On a quiet day the azure water is a
tourist trap for snorkelling – today the island is like

a weather-beaten lost world – something out of a
Michael Crichton novel.
We land and meet our guide Issa. Issa is short and
wiry with dark curly hair and a cheery smile. He
carries himself nimbly through the crowd in the
arrivals lounge, plucks one of my bags from the
carousel and leads the way to the car. Our driver
Ahmed, always in blue, is warm and portly, his hair
ever-encircled by a tribal amameh – the headcloth
known elsewhere as “keffiyeh”, “shemagh” or “dishdash”. “Ahlan we sahlan ila Soqotra,” he says. He
speaks only Arabic and Soqotri and it is in the former
tongue that I will piece his story. The road from the
airport to Hadibo runs abreast the cliffs of a rocky
shore. Ahmed, deft behind the wheel of the rickety
vehicle, navigates the turns with precision. There
are no number plates here, no road rules. The only
people in uniforms we see are a pair of soldiers,
one of them stripped down to his undershirt, the
other, on Kalashnikov duty. Both of them seem to be
soaking up the warmth of the island sun. Everything
here feels beyond the reach of the mainland
– beyond the reach of the State. We are in the
Periphery, and it feels free.
Hadibo is dirty, squalid, Third World. Mud roads
choked with piles of rotting rubbish crawling with
skinny bleating goats chewing cardboard. We will
return intermittently to the island’s population centre
but for the most part we stay away from the hub of
Soqotri life. We move to an “eco-campsite” on the
outskirts of town. I dump my bags and Ben dumps
what he has left in our reed huts, then we move to a
larger reed hut, a sitting area, for tea.
Food comes and as we nibble of the thin, manylayered Soqotri khobz we gaze up at the dramatic
west face of Hawari, a prominent limestone peak to
our east, looming over the coast. I turn to Issa who
notes me marvelling at it. “Bukara nehnu netsleq
hada al-jebel,” I say. We want to climb that mountain.
That afternoon we assess our capability to climb.
Without Ben’s bag we are down a harness and Ben’s
climbing shoes. But we still have my harness, a
rope and a rack (hardware to keep us attached to
the cliff ). With about 20 metres of tubular webbing
at the bottom of my backpack, I start fashioning a
diaper sling rig, a makeshift harness designed to
be used in an emergency – say if a hiker without
climbing equipment falls from a height and needs
to be extracted by rope and pulley. Reared in the
sterile, box-ticking environment of the indoor gym,
we are initially both skeptical of the integrity of our
system. Freedom of the Hills (the mountaineering
textbook) recommends 2 inch webbing for a diaper
sling harness. We’ve used 1.5. Our variant has all
the hallmarks of a Tillman-Shipton tie-a-bowline-

around-your-waist adventure, which puts us in a
category where a fall isn’t really an option. But with
Ben lacking shoes to climb in we know we won’t be
climbing anything particularly difficult. With one
actual harness between us we decide that the person
climbing in “the good harness” will lead all the pitches
and the diaper sling-wearer will follow along, trying
not to fall. We will alternate the harness-wearing
between climbs.
We set off the next morning on an exploratory climb,
a cruisey foray up a set of cliffs below Hawari to test
the system. Ben gets first dibbs on the diaper sling.
The climbing is easy enough so on the second pitch,
I swing the lead over to Ben, who, with his sandals
clipped to his belt and the rack hanging from his
chest leads away on a pleasant barefoot traverse.
Another wandering pitch and a half follows and
topping out we realise that we might have pioneered
a unique climbing style, albeit one definitely not
worth emulating. Climbing barefoot, in a home-made
harness with sandals for approach shoes. We call it
Bedouin-style and name our fun little climb “Sandals
and Scimitars”.
An early lunch of spiced fish, bread and rice follows
and with the hours of the day running away from us
we retrain our sights on our main objective – Hawari
(~400m). Slinging Issa along as a guide and ropecarrying sidekick, we trudge off through a thick of
forest of jetroufah trees to the base of the technical
climbing.
It is my turn to wear the dodgy harness and peering
up at the overhanging “choss” (loose, horrid-looking
rock) above, a part of me is kind of thankful Ben
gets to be the lead climbing guinea pig for this one.
Indubitably, three metres off the ground on the first
pitch, Ben takes a groundfall when he plucks out a
handhold like a kid pulling smarties off a cupcake.
Unphased however, he continues up, moving
industriously.
A short time later, I hear a garbled shout from Ben
some way up the wall and it is my turn to climb. I
stem up a corner, pulling over a small overhang and
gain a steep slab of smooth rock, riven here and there
with small pockets for handholds.
When I reach Ben on the belay ledge I assess the
anchor he has built for us. Nearing the stretchlimit of the rope, the ledge was the logical place
to stop. But Ben’s anchor is less than ideal. A thin
sapling girth-hitched by a sling, a camming device
plugging the gap between two wobbly boulders
and a tricam (a horned chock of metal shaped like
a rhino skull) lodged in a small flaking pocket of
rock. Three negatives don’t make a positive, even in
mathematics. So I guess falling wasn’t really an option
anyway, with or without the makeshift harness.
4

the mysterious, umbrella-shaped dragon’s blood
trees. The faces look amazing – featured, looming but
utterly unprotectable except with artifical bolts. We
head back, loop around the escarpment and onwards
into the green hinterland. We spy a prominent
mountain in the distance, below the cloudline in
the lower Hajhir. Issa cannot remember the peak’s

The next section leads Ben left on a sparselyprotected traverse into a wide chossy chimney. I hold
my breath as Ben climbs on. Above us, a rookery of
vultures, yellow-necked and sharp-beaked, circle our
perch, wondering if the strange hominids passing
through their vertical world will soon be but carrion.
An endemic sub-species of Egyptian vulture, they
are large and cruel-looking, probing us hungrily with
low swoops. Their wings whoosh loudly as they dive
past. As Ben disappears out of view, I study the birds,
paying out rope slack as he climbs.
In the story of Sinbad the Sailor, the eponymous hero
tells of having sailed to Soqotra and being abducted
by a huge and monstrous bird, who, depositing him
in its nest on top of a high mountain, set off in search
of snakes to garnish its supper. Forced to fashion a
rope from his turban, Sinbad descended into the
valley only to discover that it was full of posionous
snakes. With the huge vultures circling us on our
mountain perch, I felt a strange affinity with Sinbad’s
lot, although, climbing “Bedouin-style” or not, I was
thankful that we were as yet some way off using a
turban for a rope. With another garbled shout from
Ben above, I traversed off the ledge and into the
gully, picking my way through the conglomerate ruin.
We pitched on.
Cresting the summit ridge, we are blasted by the
cool ocean wind, surrounded on all sides by the
strange Soqotri bottle trees and a troop of Egyptian
vultures gazing over their domain. Met with a threesixty view on top, we take in the horizonless Indian
Ocean on one side and the mysterious cloud-covered
hinterland of the Hajhir range on the other. With the
loose limestone climbing behind us we descend on
foot down the other side, naming our route “A’sh AlRukh” (Arabic: )خورلا شع, meaning “The Rukh’s Nest”.
The next day is a reconnaissance day as we still
await the rest of our gear. We speed east along the
coastal road to the wind-blown limestone cliffs of
Homlil. We spy kilometres of limestone cliff faces,
capping impossibly white sand dunes topped with

name. So we ask a local. A spindly old man spits out a
name… “Tjouf” (Arabic:  …) فوجتA limestone fin on
the horizon – awaiting a first ascent. There is endless
potential on this island.
We lunch in a hidden oasis called Wadi Boraq, a wide
canyon of blocky red limestone terminating in a
swimming hole. It sits beneath a tall waterfall running
fast and swift down a wall of lichen and we sample
the rail-featured limestone, climbing barefoot for a
few metres before leeping back into the deep, cool
water. The secrets of this Lost World are slowly but
certainly coming into view. Clean and washed we
head off in search of dinner – stopping at a number
of qariyat to barter for a goat.
Finally, the right price and right kid materialises
and we take it back to Hamri to be devoured. With
Issa holding the goat’s head back at an an angle,
Mohammed, a local fisherman runs a long sharp knife
along its neck.
“Bismillah al-rahman al-raheem” I hear Issa utter as
a torrent of dark red blood gushes from the goat’s
neck. As the kid struggles for air in its final throes,
it coughs its gizzard from the gash in its throat. The
act of slaughter can be brutal, unsettling, to watch
sometimes. But in taking the life of the kid, life will be
renewed and the goats haunches will be seved with a
sauce of onion and persimmon.
As Mohammed peels back the kid’s hide, exposing
the pink hanging corpse one knows well from a
Queensland pig hunt or the back room of a butcher’s
shop, I muse that alot can be learned of a cultural
group from the way it kills an animal – from the
process of converting life into food. “Bismillah ar-

rahman, ar-raheem,” Issa had uttered. In the name
of God, the beloved, the merciful. “Into his hands
you will go”. What seems unsettling to the outsider
is only so because one sees not where the meat
which sustains daily life come from. In my world, the
act of converting life into food is simply a process,
an industry… a conveyerbelt where an assembly
line turns a calf into a Big Mac. Here, it is a spiritual
act. An act of committing the kid into the hands of
a deity so that other life may be sustained. There is
no hierarchy in the diversity of culture – one custom
is neither better nor worse – it is only context that
matters and for a small-scale society living a life
between pastoralism and the sea, everything about
this practice makes sense. For us in the cities perhaps
our way works best, but I don’t really know.
Over our meal of goat and rice I talk culture with Issa,
Ahmed, Mohammed and the fisherman of Hamri.
Noticing that women will often cover their otherwise
uncovered faces as we drive past, I raise the topic of
the veil. In the West, the subject of female dress in
Islam is contentious – a heated debate infused with
stereotypes about perceptions of female subjugation
and Greerian assumptions that modes of fashion
are indicators of gender equality in human societies.

Having read widely on the issue of the veil and
examined Quranic teachings, I remain undecided
about the definitive status of women in Islam –
not least because Islam is practiced so differently
across space and time. But in talking with Issa about
his own marriage, we learn that it is customary in
Soqotri society to only see the face of one’s wife after
one is married. While traditionally, we are told that
daughters were effectively trade goods, the veil also
ensured that every daughter was of equal value since
the relative attractiveness of one’s potential spouse
would remain a mystery until after the wedding.
Alien as the veil might seem in the “liberal” West (seen
by some as a symbol of the subjugation of women
in Islamic societies) I had never before considered
that the veil, rather than hiding a woman’s “shame”
(Arabic: ةروع, “awrah”) could actually enable her to
be desired, loved and respected in a way which goes
beyond the physical. While in the West a hierarchical
conception of beauty is used as a calculus of a
woman’s reproductive fitness, Soqotra’s veil may in
fact decouple “beauty” (the trait) from the female (the
object), since to an outsider all women are equally
beautiful and mysterious.

5

On Thursday, we return to Hawari to climb another
route on the seaside cliffs (an aesthetic crack we
call “The Whip of Issa” [5.9]) but, hesitant to take our
Bedouin-style system to the high peaks of the Hajhir,
we hold out for hope that the bags will come on the
Saturday flight.
We head west to Qlansiyet, a coastal fishing village
and a similar size to Hadibo but devoid of the
rubbish-choked streets. A boat ride to a remote
beach on a gharab (Arabic: ) براك, brings us through
rolling swell and violent lurching from the wind. A
sheltered bay. A pod of dolphins. A scramble along
the limestone cliffs and tea in a shepherd’s cave.
Then, on our return, the bag finally arrives. We
crane our necks towards the Hajir mountains – the
mysterious granite massif always in the back of
our minds. We stop at a small village at the base of
the mountains. Three men sift around in a narrow
thoroughfare between the mosque and a small
house. Issa yells out something in thick Soqotri and
the three approach the car, attach themselves to the
passenger step, skitching off the roof rack. We trundle
on up the rocky road. This is how you get work in
Soqotra.

We follow Abdullah, his two sons and Fahad, a
Bedouin shepherd who guides us up a precipitous
boulder-strewn path. Abdullah, shirtless and lean, is
the senior the group, moustachioed and smiling – a
Bedouin born of the mountains who truly speaks his
second language when I communicate with him in
Arabic.

We sit around the campfire long into the night
and Abdullah begins chatting, curious about these
foreigners in his mountains. He asks many of the
same questions one comes to expect in the Islamic
world, lyrical in his jabali Arabic. “Are you religious?
Do you have a wife? Children?” He is kind, curious and
I am just as curious as he. I want to learn from him.
As we sit around a campfire, sipping cups of sweet,
red tea, the food comes and between fistfuls
of potato and khobz, he tells us stories of the
mountains. Our objective on the morrow is the north
face of Mashanig, so Mashanig is foremost on our
minds. In his rich Soqotri Arabic, Abdullah tells the
story of the mountain’s origins, a single peak struck in
two by a bolt of lightning.

We reach the end of the road and look upon the
Hajhir mountains in all their grandeur, an incisor
skyline, clear and cloudless. The walk in has all the
hallmarks of high adventure – a pilgrimage to the
sky. With every new peak that winds into view I ask
it’s name, drawing a map in my mind… Girhimitin
(Soqotri: نيتمهرج, “the sure throw”), Herem Hajhir
(Arabic: رهجاه مره, “the Hajhir Pyramid”), Hazrah
Muqadriyoun (Soqotri: نويرداقم ةرزه, “the false tooth”)
and finally, Mashanig (Soqotri: غينشم, “the split one”)
– two perfectly formed towers of perfectly vertical
granite, the higher of the two being the highest
summit on the island, rising some 1500+m above
sea level. A new route on Mashanig is the ultimate
objective for this expedition. If we can climb nothing
else, we would climb this peak.

Many years ago, he recounts, an old Bedouin woman
named Naziyeh carried her baby to the base of the
mountain and suspended a cradle between the
two peaks. The child, Nazouzeh, grew to become
a fearless man, unphased by the dangers of the
mountain. When as a shepherd, his herd of cattle
ceased to eat the grasses beneath the mountain,
Nazouzeh carried his cows, climbing one-handed
to the summit of Mashanig in order that they could
feast on the fresh grasses there. After this, the story
goes, with superhuman strength, Nazouzeh toppled
a pillar of rock from the mountainside to make a
bridge between the twin peaks, known as Mishifo
(Soqotri: وفشم, literally “bridge”) so that his mother,
Naziyeh, could milk the cattle from the col between
the two peaks. Every few days thereafter Nazouzeh
would return to the summit and take a cow down to
be milked by his mother.
In 2011, when Mashanig was first summited by Mike

Libecki, an accomplished American climber known
for his exploratory ascents of remote big walls, he
and his partner discovered a mysterious rock cairn.
After the lichen between each stone was dated to
be hundreds of years old Libecki concluded that
either the cairn was placed by a real historical Sinbad
(after being abducted by the Rokh) or a pre-modern
shepherd must have scaled the peak. The rock pile
as one shepherd, Abu Maryam, would later surmise,
may have been the remnants of an old retaining
wall, constructed to keep the cattle from wandering
off the precipitous mountainside. With the tale of
Nazouzeh and Naziyeh now coming from the mouths
of the shepherds, the mystery of Mashanig became
all the more captivating.
We leave with Fahad, the local guide, early the
next morning and Abdullah, awaking to eat the
small green fruits dropped from a sheger during
the night shouts out to us. “Yallah!” he says. “Be
safe! Dangerous there!” We ply our way amongst
the boulders upstream and before long we stare
up at our objective – the unclimbed north face of
Mashanig – an ever-steepening wall intercut with
networks of cracks and tree-choked ledges. We waste
no time with racking and roping up. A light daypack

for the leader, filled with sachets of energy gel and
an alpine climbing pack for the follower, replete
with all the luxuries, like water, a rain jacket and a
space blanket in case we get benighted and need to
bivy. We have been fastidious in equally swapping
leads over the course of this trip and Ben is now on
the sharp end. He storms up a bushy chimney to
gain the sleek stone above. We move efficiently for
the first three pitches or so, route-finding quickly,
following the path of least resistance up the North
Face. We swing leads one-for-one, and while Ben
seems to get the crux pitches, I always seem to end
up with the strange wandering traverses, zig-zagging
on balancey sequences between ledgelets. We
climb inexorably toward an ominous line of rooves
above and we hope, no, we pray, as we climb, that a
weakness will present itself.
Some way up the face, I stretch the rope to the base
of the rooves and spy a line through. A technical
layback sequence to gain a little ledgelet on the
left after which the climbing appears to relent. The
clouds begin to swill around the belay, the weather
slowly beginning to turn against us. Time is running
out. We need to get through the difficult climbing as
soon as we can. Ben storms through on second, and
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last few metres to the summit. We are there… We
are finally there. From lookng at the time I know it is
sunset, but with the clouds completely over us, we
would never know it. The clouds swirl darkly with the
gathering night and the wind howls around us – the
roar heightened by the folds of the granite like the
acoustics in an opera house.
There are few good spots to bivy en route to the
ground but neither of us feels like rappelling in the
dark and descending the boulder stream back to
camp. Besides, somehow, Ben has forgotten his
head torch. Without light, progress stops. I think
Mark Twight wrote that somewhere. We aren’t going

immediately swings into the lead, charging his way
up to the bottom of the crux section. He pauses at
the crux proper, plants a left food high, commits for a
reachy handhold, misses, and takes a whipper, a long
arching plunge back to a ledge at half height – his
fall padded by some mountain grass below him. He
tries again, falls again, and finally, aids through the
crux section to save time, unholstering his alpine aid
ladders to quickly mount the ledge above.
A few hours later we exit the face to gain the east
ridge above a wide grassy col. We are almost there
but we are running out of daylight. We need to move
faster. I route-find into a south-facing corner and
mind’s eye a route to the summit. A squeeze chimney,
a few tricky mantles and we begin simul-climbing,
chewing up terrain by climbing together, roped but
not on belay. A sense of urgency takes hold – we need
to get up, we need to top out, neither of us wants
to get benighted en route. But as the rock tower
goes on, the hours wear on and inevitably we admit
to ourselves that tonight will not be a night spent
sharing stories with shepherds back at camp.
We have been simul-climbing for many pitches now,
chewing up terrain in a desperate bid to summit
before dark. But suddenly, as I fiddle a tiny sliver of

wire metal into a crack, clip the rope to it and move
on, I feel it tight at my waist. I must stop for Ben, he is
slowing for some reason. I place another two cams in a
fissure in the rock and begin belaying Ben from above,
beginning to the feel the cold from the wet and wind
as I stand there in my tshirt. I can’t hear anything
happening below. I can only feel the rope as I pull it
through my belay device. The wind howls, the rock
becomes slick amids the horde of clouds… Ben seems
not to have moved very far and I am taking in only
very little amounts of rope. What is going on down
there? I begin shouting into the wind, hoping he will
hear something, urging him to climb faster. I hear a
response… a few syllables, but very garbled amidst
the roar. I start shouting back, hoping he will move.
Move. Move. Move. We have to move. “Just cliiiiimbb!”
I shout. I find out later we were belaying each other
and neither of us was climbing – he was paying slack
out to me thinking I was on lead and I was belaying
him from above, unable to hear what was happening
forty metres below. Sometimes, communicating into
the wind can be less pleasant than pissing into it.
When he finally reaches me at the belay we have
just two short pitches to go. I cruise my pitch and he
burns through, charging up a corner, slab and the

Summit of Mashanig and the highest point of Soqotra.
The mysterious cairn behind (first documented by Mike
Libecki on the FA of the peak up the W Ridge) may have
been placed by the mythical Naziyeh, a super-strong
Bedouin shepherd who it is said carried his cows to the
summit (a vertical rock tower) with one hand.

anywhere. We settle in for a cold one – Ben uncoils
the rope, I place my feet inside my pack and together
we pull the space blanket gingerly over us. It is
often said that there is no sleep in an open bivy…
only suffeering. And indeed, when your perch is the
summit of a granite spire in a mountain range in the
middle of the Indian ocean and all you have to sleep in
is a rain jacket, the skin of an ultra-lite backpack pulled
over your legs, an aluminum space blanket between
two and rocks and a wet rope for pillows, sleep
seems an anathema – a diametric opposite to the
cold, discomfort, fear and doubt that the bivouacee
experiences. But sleep, like the swirling clouds and
howling winds circling round the tops comes and
it goes. Sometimes I awake to a cloudless sky filled
with stars and the glimmering lights of Hadibo and
Qlansiyet, far away and below. Other times I awake to
a grey darkness and bitter cold and the wind making
a crackling sail out of our moonlessly-silver space
blanket, threatening to blow it away. A to and fro
between sheer amazement and realising that one is
trying to sleep where no man has slept before and
self-disgust when one realises that if one had just

been a bit faster, a bit less ambitious, one could be
sleeping peacefully in the paradise below. But the
bivouac is a crucial part of the experience – the cold,
long hours of a red-eyed night marking the difference
between leisure and adventure. Ivano Ghirardini, the
great soloist, once called it “the essential ingredient”.
The night winds on, and before an eternity truly
begins, it is over – first light uponing us. We take off in
the early morning, locating the rappel anchors used
by Libecki and backing up his old slings with ours
where the weather and the elements have proved
too much for the tatty nylon. Back at the col on the
east ridge we run a rope between us and downclimb an exposed gully amidst the gray depression.
We wade through bushes, encircle a boulder and
traverse across a slab for a clean run to the ground.
This truly is esoteric rappel finding. But we are on the
way downwards, ever downwards, as before it had
been upwards. The time has come to return to the
World of Man. Down. Down. Down. Finally earth. The
harness come off, the ropes go away and a bag of fruit
emerges from which a pair of oranges are swallowed
almost whole, plastic bag and all.
Issa has picked his way upstream to see what had
happened to us when we didn’t return last night. He
worried through the night and expecting this when
the skies were clear this morning I made a point to
shine my headtorch towards what looked like the red
glow of a campfire far and away below. He says he saw
the glimmer of light amongst the swirling clouds and
this makes me happy. Issa guides us down the river
boulders back to camp, the clock striking midday.
When we arrive at the little glen by a tiny stream,
an old Soqotri shepherd, black bearded, donning a
red keffiye and blue furtah looks at me and begins
speaking in fast, colloqiual Arabic as if no one else in
the world could possibly speak something different.
“Rohteh ila al’jebel?” he asks. “Mashanig?”
“Ah,” I nod.
“Nazalna ala al-qemet khalal al-leel,” I say, miming the
half-sleep of the night before and the wind-blasted
cold. “You climbed the mountain? From bottom to
top? Khatr. Dangerous. Keyf? How?”
“Bil-aqdam min tehet we bil-hebel min fewq,” I say. By
hands and feet on the way up and by rope on the way
down.
His lips purse thoughtfully between sips of hot
cinnammon tea, taken fresh from a boiling kettle.
“Leysh?” He asks. “Why?”
I shrug, knowing not the answer and begin shovelling
handfuls of rice, meat and olives into my mouth,
happy at last to be back at camp.
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EXPEDITION

&
The ANUMC has a proud history of achieving high profile feats, such as
the ascent of Mt Dunagari and Mt Everest. However over time, the scale
and complexity of most clubs trips have diminished. Reasons for this
trend may include factors such as: lack of time available to 'modern day
students', lack of personal or corporate funding available, and the high
rotation of club members meaning that crucial leaders and critical skills
are not present to make these demanding trips possible.

ADVENTURE

The club recognised a desire to return to the heady days of Himalayan
ascents and implemented the Expedition Fund. This fund was designed
to provide an injection of funds into trips to provide a boost for trip
leaders to put together highly technical and exploratory trips into new
terrain.
In the past few years we have had a number of successful trips including
an alpine climbing trip to New Zealand, a white water kayaking trip
down the Franklin River in Tasmania, and most recently the addition of
a new climbing route in Soqotra, Yemen.

Despite these successful Expeditions, there have also been a number
of failed attempts of getting these kinds of trips off the ground due
to logistical and financial issues. Therefore, in 2014, the Executive
implemented the Adventure Fund, to complement the existing
Expedition Fund. The aim of the Adventure Fund was to provide financial
assistance to trips that were not necessarily highly technical, but would
incur significant costs to individual participants. The Executive hoped
that these trips would appeal to a broad range of members, cover a
number of activities and allow members to access trips to develop skills
and confidence.

This fund was highly popular and the club was able to fund a number
of trips (which you can read about in this edition of the Epic) including
a Sea Kayaking trip to Freycinet in Tasmania, a mountaineering trip to
New Zealand and a forthcoming exploratory canyoning trip in Tasmania.
This year the ANUMC will again call for applications for both the
Expedition and Adventure Funds, so start thinking about how
adventurous you would like to be this year.

FUNDS
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* The unofficial club car.

†For those who didn’t click through to the description of Upper
Bowens Creek South Fork, Richard is famous for his perpetually youthful
appearance. His actual age remains a mystery, and he has moved quite seamlessly
between the Melbourne Mountaineering Club and our own Australian National
University Mountaineering Club without apparently ageing a day. Some say that he
cannot age, and that he has been in outdoor clubs since the beginning of time…
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Still, all the other silver Subarus* of the
club arrived intact, and the weekend
went smoothly. With only canyoners for
participants, we were able to rotate the
sets of leaders and non-leaders through
the three main canyons in the area over
the three days, with an extra canyon
thrown in for the most experienced
group. This turned out to be a very
successful venture, allowing everyone
to see the main canyons in the area,
and giving everyone a full weekend’s
worth of canyoning experience.
Unlike the unfortunate case of
Upper Bowens Creek South Fork,
the canyons at Newnes were much
more appropriately named. I was
co-leading Richard’s† trips, and we
started with Starlight.

sica RO

In this particular year (being the year of the
ginger ANUMC President, aka me) the BME
returned to its roots as the weekend for more
experienced club members. It soon turned into
a canyoning event based at the abandoned oil
shale mining town of Newnes in the Wolgan
Valley, a five hour drive from Canberra. Sadly
this was a slightly longer mission on the
Friday night after we hit a kangaroo and
attempted to save her joey, in the process
stumbling across Emirates One&Only
Wolgan Valley Resort.

CANY
ONING

Just over a century later, of course, almost nobody
cares. Which is not to say that residents of the
capital territory do not appreciate the Canberra
Day long weekend, and especially the NewSouth-Welshmen-free public holiday Monday.
For precisely this reason, the Australian National
University Mountaineering Club hosts its annual
Blue Mountains Extravaganza (BME) on this
long weekend, a celebration of canyoning, rock
climbing and bushwalking in the mountains
outside of Sydney (that is, as far from Canberra as
most people are willing to drive for a weekend).

A

NEWNE
S

In March 1913, the crowds waited anxiously
for the Lady Denman to speak. The fate of
the pronunciation of the new Capital of
the Federation of Australia rested on her
utterance, and so the Governor-General’s
wife sealed its history with her two syllable
word, Can-bra.
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First Pipeline abseil

Starlight Canyon
Actually, Starlight was originally known as Newnes
Canyon (not terribly exciting), but was renamed with
this lovely title by commercial groups in reference to
the enclosed tunnel of glowworms at the top of the
canyon. Even better, this section is known as Amazing
Wallaby Tunnel, which you can read more about in this
slightly fantastical account from the Sydney University
Bushwalkers archives (bonus: includes the delightful
word Canyoniferous!).
Starlight is the furthest canyon from the Little
Capertee campground at Newnes, although all the
canyons on this side of the Wolgan River are accessed
by the same track, the Pipeline Pass. That is, the same
torturous, evil, solidly uphill (over 300 vertical metres)
track that is needed to reach the watershed in order to
descend down into each of the canyons. We shaved off
at least 5 minutes on each ascent, and probably lost a
litre less sweat each day too.
We followed the track along the ridge as the other
groups peeled off, until we too found a branching
track leading neatly to anchors into Starlight Canyon.
Unfortunately, this turned out to be too easy, and we
abseiled into the canyon below the Amazing Wallaby
Tunnel. Still, we donned headtorches and explored
the winding glowworm slot cave until we reached
the waterfall that we were meant to abseil in on, and
returned to our packs.
The rest of Starlight was lovely, and the low water
levels meant that donning wetsuits was for once
unnecessary. This gave us such a relaxed lunch break
that the bushwalker famous for his photographs of
people in the wild minus their clothing half-jokingly
said that he hadn’t expected to have enough time for
his hobby on a canyoning weekend. However, we did
move on at this point, and made it back to camp by
5pm.
The evening saw the first gathering of the Lucky
Adventurers Club, sharing Hellyer’s Road, Laphroaig,
Nikka and a New Zealand whisky, complimented by
a mix of tales ranging from misfortune with flights to
a very tall story of the Tasmanian Regiment from our
professional photographer Jason.
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At the bottom of an abseil in Pipeline we found
this rather spectacular example of mothiness.
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Devil’s Pinch
The next day was Devil’s Pinch canyon, with a different
group of participants and another canyoning coleader joining Richard and me. We were worried about
this canyon, having had it described as a “London
Sewer” the evening before, but we were all pleasantly
surprised by the series of pools. These turned out to
be much chillier than expected, so the two of the five
of us who had donned wetsuits (a seemingly foolish
decision in the dry upper section of the canyon)
congratulated ourselves on our decision, while the
others braved the conditions stoically.
Devil’s Pinch, setting up the abseil

Then we found the abseil of curious orange slime that
had caused the London Sewer comment.
Thankfully the lunch spot at the bottom of the last
abseil was a gloriously sun-bathed rock, and once we
were all dry(ish) we scrambled across the boulder field
of a river bed to the Wolgan River.
Crossing this to the firetrail on the far side led us into
the old industrial site of Newnes, where we had also
paused as tourists the previous day. The scale of the
mining, and the shortness of its time in the area, were
quite remarkable.
Pipeline Canyon

The last day down Pipeline was also the shortest for
our group, yet not the easiest. Our two canyoning
leaders combined did a fine job of getting us into
the dry upper constriction of the canyon, sometimes
missed, which would have skipped the impressive
coachwoods. This also gave us plenty of time for
carefully navigating the starts of abseils, several of
which were quite tricky, especially for less experienced
canyoners.
We made fine time, and were the first to return to
camp, where we lazed around by the river until the
others returned. Then, after a very full weekend of
canyoning, it was time to return to Canberra. Best
of all, there was no guilt for the ANUMC for missing
Canberra Day, since we were more than happy to
kayak at dawn during the Balloon Spectacular of the
following week.
Just capital!

And for those wondering how I took these photos on
a DSLR in such environments? Peli Case. Although I
have just read that sanitary pads make great humidity
soakers.
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Historic Wall, Newnes
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Circa Nov ‘82
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Federation Peak

Story and photos: Jason MacQueen
In the South West Wilderness, surrounded by kilometers of rain-forest, rising above the already impressive Western
Arthur’s stands Federation Peak. Just like it has done for thousands of years.
You can get to it. But you’re in for a hard slog.
From the first time I saw it while flying to the start of the South Coast I knew I wanted to stand on it. An urge that
grew the more I learnt. The fact that Edmund Hillary declared it the only mountain in Australia worth climbing, that
half the people who attempt to climb it are turned back due to weather, or that it is known as one of the hardest
walks in Australia.
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Federation
Peak
(cont.)

It’s a reputation that is well deserved. Getting
to Federation peak was a hard slog. The track
is steep, but you expect that from a mountain
range. It’s muddy all the way up the ridgeline,
but we knew that. There are guaranteed to
be all types of rain/hail/storm/sweltering sun,
all par for the course in Tasmania. There are
long days, mosquitos and leaches but still
nothing out of the ordinary. It’s still all standard
operating procedure for Tasmania. What took
the biggest toll was how overgrown the trail
was. Kilometers and kilometers of ducking,
weaving and hurdling. A marathon obstacle
course.
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Federation Peak

(cont.)

For our approach we were blessed with fantastic weather, the storm only setting in as
we reached the base of Luckmans ridge. It came through in waves finally settling into
a full thunder hail storm. We spent a cold night on campsites of the Arthur’s ridge line.
That night I found the limit of my current camping equipment just before falling asleep.
Looking around, I saw that everything from floor to ceiling were wet. Luckily my triple
bagged sleeping bag was the last thing to stay dry.
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Federation Peak

(cont.)

The next day we continued along Arthur’s ridgeline to Federation Peak. By then the hail
had stopped but low clouds still stopped us from seeing down into the valleys but made
for dramatic glimpses of the range. There ridgeline featured plenty of tricky sections
though mercifully not overgrown.
I mentioned earlier that only half the groups that reach the peak are able to complete
the final summit. While weather is one of the main contributing factors, it is easy to
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Federation Peak

(cont.)

see that exposure to height and difficulty in finding the correct route also cause
problems for groups. The final leg to Federation Peak is incredibly exposed. Simply
by looking over your shoulder you can see straight down 600 meters to Cockroft
lake. You are in fact looking down at the tallest cliff in Australia. It is suggested
by most guidebooks that groups use ropes, but we were “relatively” comfortable
soloing. Our choice was somewhat reinforced when returning from the summit.
Another group was heading up planning to use ropes and harnesses. While they
were arguably safer, they spent more time on the pinnacle and its exposed weather
only barely making it back before sunset.
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Federation Peak

(cont.)

It is possibly because of our success in summitting that I was not mentally prepared for
the walk down. While it takes about two days to summit Federation Peak it is around
the same time to come back down. But how hard can walking down a hill be? Well, so
I thought. It’s a good reason to pay attention to the track notes. For the next two days
we wound down and around the Mossmans ridge slogging through days of overgrown
track.
We couldn’t help but think that the reason for the trails being so overgrown is to
keep walkers on easier tracks like the overland or even the South Coast. I certainly
23

Federation Peak

(cont.)

cannot think of many people who I would recommend this walk to outside a walking/
mountaineering club. For a mountain that is only 90 km away from Hobart is surprisingly
hard to get to.
But if you like the idea of standing on top of the tallest cliff in Australia, surrounded by
what can only be called a vast wilderness, then it is a hell of a walk.
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In late 2014 a small group of climbers from the
ANUMC converged on one of the world’s climbing
hotspots, Ton Sai Bay in Southern Thailand. Some of
us flew in via Bangkok and Phuket, others took the
direct route by flying into the closest airport, Krabi.
Return economy airfares usually cost around $1400
AUD although it really depends on how early you
book, who you fly with, where you fly to, special
deals etc. There are a large number of resorts in the
area, ranging from collections of basic huts in the
jungle to 5 star resorts costing thousands per night
to stay. The area around Ton Sai also includes Railay
East and West, and Pra Nang Beach a little further
along the peninsula (if you feel like slumming it on
a beach voted as one of the ten most beautiful in
the world). To get to there access is only practical
by boat, so climbers and other assorted tourists
usually catch a ride on one of the many long-tail
boats running between Ao Nang or Krabi, paying
around 100 baht each (around $4 AUD) for the ride.
Basic accommodation costs around $14 a night, a
much higher price than people paid pre-tsunami
but still reasonable. If you get in early on some of
the deals that are available in the more up-market
resorts you can get a much higher standard of
bungalow at a competitive price, with the welcome
bonuses of air-conditioning, hot water, free breakfast
buffet, swimming pool etc. It may also be possible
to negotiate a better rate with some places if you’re
staying long term, so if you’re planning on staying
for 6 weeks or longer that may be an option worth
exploring. Note that many of the cheaper places
don’t have websites or online bookings which means
you have to try your luck on arrival, and it’s not
uncommon to move between accommodation due
to availability of rooms or your preference for quality,
location and proximity to noise.
Food in Thailand can be a bit of a mixed experience
because while there is plenty of cheap and delicious
Thai and western cuisine, there’s the always the
possibility that you will get food poisoning somehow.
It’s seems more prevalent in the Ton Sai/Railay area
as the location, general lack of sanitation, use of
generators for power and using ice (or a lack of ice)
makes it harder to transport and keep food unspoiled
and generally makes it more challenging to keep
things hygienic. Three of our group were ill while we
were there. The general advice is to avoid ice in drinks
and uncooked foods (like salads), while favouring
foods cooked at higher temperatures and fresh
fruits that are peeled before eating. That aside, you
may as well enjoy the opportunity to eat well while
you’re there as there are plenty of opportunities in
Thailand to try anything from street vendor dishes
through to more up market restaurant fare. Bottled
water and other drinks are mostly used as the town
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water supplies are generally not regarded as safe
enough to drink. If you’re staying for any length of
time you can get exchangeable 10 litre bottles of
commercial purified water for much less than the
equivalent in disposable bottles (which may or may
not ever be recycled anyway), and then you can just
refill something smaller to drink out of, take with you
to the crags. While on the subject of drinking, there
are quite a few bars in the area, with beers usually
costing around $2.50–4 each and cocktails around
$4–6. The vibe is very much Reggae influenced so
the music is very much in that vein and you may
find some other ‘delicacies’ on offer such as magic
mushrooms (illegal) and scorpion vodka (scary).
There are over 40 crags in the area, though many of
them are part of around 10 or so distinct cliff-lines
which are mostly within 5–30 minutes walk from
the majority of Ton Sai’s accommodation. There
are now a number of guide books to choose from,
with the most recent one entitled “Rock Climbing
in Thailand and Laos” being a popular choice as it is
up-to-date and covers most climbing areas Thailand
and Laos as well as offering additional info on deep
water soloing and side trips into Malaysia. Another
guidebook “Thailand Route Guide Book” from King
Climbers while being older is still useful although it
doesn’t include the mildly controversial “only climb
on titanium bolts” viewpoint of the former guide
however they do both stress that stainless steel
hangers/bolt plates are to be avoided completely,
so be aware that there are dodgy bolts and anchors
in some areas or on some specific climbs. As always
it is wise to assess the quality of the protection on
every climb, and seeking the advice of experienced
locals and regulars is also recommended. A number
of areas are extremely popular including the main
beach cliff at Ton Sai (Ton Sai Bay Andaman Beach,
Dum’s Kitchen and Tyrolean Wall), a few key spots on
the western cliff-line including The Nest, Fire Wall and
Melting Wall, Railay East (esp. One-Two-Three and
Muai Thai) and Pra-Nang beach. The latter two areas
often have local guides climbing with commercial
groups on the easier routes, and they have priority
on the climbs but it is worth checking those areas
out because some of the classic easier and moderate
routes are to be found there. Climbers also tend to
climb in the shade as the direct sun combined with
humidity will make climbing a brutal and unpleasant
endeavour. As a result people tend to climb at the
3–5 spots on the main beach cliff in the morning and
then disperse to other areas once the crags are in
sunlight around 11am. The tides also affect access to
some areas, and this ranges from having to get your
feet wet to it being too dangerous to get into or out
of some areas, so some planning is required to avoid
those problems.
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The climbing itself is on limestone which provides
a range of interesting features to use a holds with a
prevalence of pockets and tufas as well as stalactites
and stalagmites alongside the more usual ledges,
edges, cracks and flakes. The added bonus is that
the rock is fairly gentle on your skin so it’s possible
to climb for many more days in a row in comparison
to the sandstone and granite we usually climb on in
Australia. There are a variety of grades and the walls
provide everything from slabby moderate gradients
through to lengthy roofs though the majority of
climbing tends to be vertical or slightly overhanging.
Routes range from short technical and strenuous
climbs of less than 10 metres through to rope
stretching 30 metre pitches. There are a few multipitch climbs in some areas too, though you need to
plan for these to try and finish them before they get
too much sun and to watch out for the occasional
storm that may come in unexpectedly.
It was my second trip to the area and I would not
hesitate to go back. Apart from the bouts of food
poisoning and the often oppressive humidity I
think all of our group had a great time. Lyle crushed
some harder short climbs in the 7A to 7C range,
while Phil and Kate managed to somehow hang
on about 5 moves longer than expected after
things got desperate and more often than not were
rewarded with the send. Jackson showed plenty of
dedication working some of the trickier or just plain
sandbagged routes, while for my part I seemed to
find all of the 6B+s that were harder than many of the
6Cs and 6C+s, so a bit of local knowledge can come
in handy if you’re at a new crag and not sure what
climbs to try at first. One of the highlights for me was
the last climb of the trip, the first pitch of “Dozer Days”
a 6C at The Nest which I seconded behind the ageless
Piotr who was still solid and ripped at perhaps 50
years of age? It’s an impressive and intimidating line
with about 3 distinct sections and a tricky crux right
near the anchors.
We arranged to go deep water soloing one day, and
for me it was way more fun than I expected and it’s
also an opportunity to meet even more climbers and
to get a bit of swimming and snorkelling in. This trip
we mostly just climbed, but there are also plenty of
other things you can do if you want to take some
time away from that to explore a few of the local
sights or try some of the other activities on offer such
as snorkelling tours, SCUBA diving, kayaking, visiting
one of the many nearby islands, or shopping/eating
at the local markets in Krabi and Ao Nang.
Story: Nic Fox
Photos: Nic Fox and Lyle Halliday
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In the second half of November 2014 a group
of four ANUMC members set off to NZ to learn
to skills of Alpinism. The group was comprised
of Alex ‘Dewey Decimal’ Duncan as in “just give
me a sec to re-order my rack and quick draws
according to the Dewey Decimal system, Josh
“surely this is safe” Bax as in “surely it’s safe
to eat this mushroom I found a in field and
know nothing about”, Sophie ‘The Ant’ Guo as
in “I can carry 15 times my body weight” and
Sebastian “I’m writing this TR so I don’t get a
slanderous nickname” Wende.
We set off with grand plans of conquering
epic mountain summits, visions of clear blue
skies and calm days. But we would soon learn
that the mountaineering proceeds at a pace
dictated by the mountains.
Our course started the morning of Monday
the 17th. With a limited weather window
to helicopter into the mountains we rushed
through the usual gear checks and so on and
headed quickly for the helicopter.
After our arrival at Bevan Col we were happy
to find we had at least packed the essentials
for glacier travel so we roped up and head off
towards Colin Todd hut.
The first thing we learnt was to become
serious mountaineers we would need to grow
handsome facial hair. Fortunately our lack
of facial hair did not stop us frolicking and
practicing innovative glissading techniques at
our snow bound destination.
But not long after arriving at the hut the
weather came in and we got to practicing snow
pitching while using ropes to secure ourselves
horizontally to the mountain.
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For the next two days the weather did not
relent and we received a free lesson in the
potential fury of the mountains. So we spent
time in the hut tangling ourselves in ropes.
We soon decided that the only way to improve
the weather was to appease the gods through
a sacrificial hanging of our team leader Alex.
Luckily for him we had accidentally rigged the
system to practice crevasse rescue.
Even the suggestion of sacrificing Alex must
have been enough to temporarily appease the
mountain gods as by Wednesday afternoon we
finally got a window of clear weather and were
able to explore the crevasse field below the
hut. This allowed us an opportunity to put into
practice to skills we had discussed and learnt in
the hut. These skills included the appropriate
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formations for crossing glaciers at various
points, not falling into holes and so forth.
Unfortunately that night we were warned that
if we didn’t get the helicopter out first thing
the next morning (how many people- six, ok six
people at the hut, six? no five? copy that five?
what happened to the sixth person? there’s no
sick person, over!) we’d be stuck in the hut for
another four days. Given the calm evening we
were experiencing it seemed hard to imagine
that the storm that had just past would return
with even greater fury, but, trusting the
experience of our guide, we accepted that an
early retreat was necessary.
So after an alpine start we again crossed the
glacier toward Bevan Col where a helicopter
awaited us. On the helicopter ride out we
could see the storm clouds behind us.
We then spent 3 days practicing various rope
techniques on the crags around Wanaka.
As our penultimate ascend we conquered a
grassy hill overlooking Wanaka, brandishing
cams, ice axes and ropes- much to the
consternation of the local sheep. Still our guide
assured us that the grass “is basically the same
as snow”.
We’re quite lucky to have avoided those deadly
grass-valanches!
If we learnt one thing over our course it was
the mountains are fickle beasts that will let you
enter only at their whim.
Following the course, we then spent a week
attempting to practice our newly found skills
while also avoiding further bad weather. First
we went to Mount Cook national park for
two nights at Müller hut. Given the heavy
recent snow fall and our relative inexperience
we were limited in where we could explore.
Nonetheless, we found a few photo
opportunities that made it look like we were
proper hardcore mountaineering types.
The weather then again drove us to a hasty
retreat. However Alex was not sufficiently hasty
a did his best impersonation of a drowned rat.
The next few days included a some hiking
in sheltered valleys followed by a relatively
straight forward ascent of Mount Tyndall also
in the Mount Aspiring National Park.
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SCHOUTEN ISLAND SEA KAYAKING TRIP
FREYCINET NATIONAL PARK, TASMANIA
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SCHOUTEN ISLAND SEA KAYAKING 2014
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SCHOUTEN ISLAND SEA KAYAKING 2014
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PHOTOS BY JASON MACQUEEN
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So you’ve just joined the
ANUMC (congratulations on your
excellent decision) and are looking around at
and an
all the activities on offer. Depending on where you’re
from, Bushwalking either sounds fun or like attempting to
crush bits of shrubbery, but it’s a great way to get out and see the
surrounding area. Climbing? Yeah you did that with your school a few
years ago and it was a good challenge; maybe you’ll do some more on the club’s
free climbing wall. White water kayaking sounds scary but kind of exciting, and
someone mentioned you can do it in the suburbs of Canberra in the evening after
work/uni. But what about canyoning?

If you’re like I was when I moved to Canberra, you know canyoning as some
activity you’re vaguely aware people do on the mainland*, presumably in
canyons. Well it turns out it draws on a little of all the above activities,
particularly when you’re part of a club group going down to Tasmania to
explore its unknown canyons.
There’s definitely bushwalking (or treking/hiking/tramping if you prefer)
both inside the canyons and out. The starts and ends of canyons are
rarely conveniently close to road; once you’ve driven along freeways,
highways, country roads and then fire trails, the walking starts.
Sometimes it’s an easy ten minute jaunt along a good track
and other times it’s a half day scrub-bash with tantalising
glimpses of cairns marking a non-existent trail. Generally
it’s an hour or less along a rough track. The bushwalking
doesn’t stop then; even once you’ve reached a canyon,
there are often stretches of beautiful rainforest to
walk through between the abseils. We may find
ourselves walking through beautiful rainforest
in Tasmania, but we will have long walks to get
to the canyons. One area we hope to explore is
a full day’s walk between the planned basecamp
annd the nearest rough road. From there, we’ll
be walking again (now without tracks) to reach
the canyons themselves.
Climbers are used to rapelling down from
the top of a climb, so abseiling is
reasonably familiar to
them.
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We
abseil all the
time in canyons, except
that our abseiling is often closer to
downclimbing. Big, commercially run canyons usually
have bolted anchors. But most canyoning anchors are notoriously
unreliable, and are trusted as little as possible. Tigersnake canyon, near the
popular Twister and Rocky Creek, has an anchor built from a bundle of
broken sticks held together by frayed strands of hope. How much do you
trust that with your wellbeing? Probably not very much. So you half-climb
your way down the abseil to put as little weight as possible on the anchor.
What anchors will we be forced to use while in Tasmania? We hope not
to build any quite so suspect as Tigersnake’s, but we won’t know what will
be at the top of each abseil until we get there. All we know now is that it
looks like the abseils will be a lot taller and a lot further away from help.
In New South Wales, the water moves slowly through the canyons:
waterfalls are gentle affairs splashing their way down sculpted rocks,
swims are through dark placid pools and many canyons leave you
completely dry from the waist up. From what we know about Tasmania,
it’s wet canyons are somewhat closer to rapids. “Swiftwater Canyoning” is
common in areas of Europe and New Zealand, but is a far cry from
our familiar haunts in the Blue Mountains. Many of our rescue
techniques won’t apply. So we have to learn how to canyon, and
rescue ourselves doing an activity entirely unfamiliar to us.
How does the plannned expedition to Tasmania affect you?
Well if you’re reasonably experienced, looking to push
yourself further and wanting to try something crazy, get in
touch. Unfortunately this isn’t going to be a beginner trip,
but keep an eye on the trip calendar for trips and courses
when we’ll be working on our skills. Even if you can’t join
this trip, you can train with us and prepare to join the next
expedition, or lead one of your own.
* Yes, well spotted, I’m a Taswegian.
Story by Nick Ward
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tanding atop one of Australia’s finest flat-topped mountains
in the middle of the NSW Budawang Range, wearing
formal evening attire and sipping cocktails chilled with ice,
is a memorable experience. Yet this is no glamping luxury.
The even more memorable hike to the summit necessarily precedes the
evening party: an 800m ascent over a mere 6km, carrying packs that
weigh upwards of 20 and 30kg, and—somehow twice in 2014—all of
this during a heatwave.
This is the Cocktails on the Castle: a trip run by the Australian
National University Mountaineering Club (ANUMC), and called by
the Canberra Times “Australia’s most exclusive cocktail party.” Back
in 1993, the Youth Hostels Association of NSW celebrated its 50th
anniversary by proposing a competition: to climb and photograph the
summit of 50 famous mountains in the state. By way of participating
in the competition, and inspired by summit dinner parties run by the
Sydney Social Climbers in the late 1980s, the inaugural Castle climb
was born.
Now very much a tradition, the 20th anniversary of the hike in 2013
was postponed due to bushfires and the ensuing park closure, so
the anniversary was celebrated in 2014 with two trips up the ascent,
unluckily both during particularly warm weather. The late January hike
was a grueling 36 degrees on the Saturday, and the end of summer
conditions had left no water at the creek in the saddle. Similarly, the
November ascent was undertaken in 33 degrees, and the 38 degree
Sunday inspired a dawn camp departure.
As punishing as this hike sounds, each year between 10 and 20 people
make the ascent, and the only injury has been a fractured ankle in
1998, and some blood loss due to scrapes and the infamous leeches of
Long Gully.
Yet things don’t always run smoothly either, and a previous trip to the
Budawangs was attended by a girl who decided to bring all her gear in
a few shopping bags, thinking that they would be easy enough to carry
by hand on such a short hike. This year, she was prepared with a proper
pack. Others, however, had overestimated their pack carrying abilities:
one pack that weighed over 30 kilograms had to give up a few bottles
of heavy soft drink so that its bearer would be physically capable of
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reaching the summit. The next morning, when an unused bottle of soft drink
was tipped out, the conscripted carrier had understandably narrowed eyes.
Still, in spite of the heat and the weight of the packs, we made it up to the
final rock scramble in good time. While some dozed in the shade, others were
taking down the old ropes and replacing them with new ones. It has been a
club tradition for some years now to install and replace the ropes up the climb,
rather than carrying temporary ropes in and out each time we ascend, and
hikers unconnected with our group gave us thanks for our work. A young
Canberra-based Scout Group passed us at one point, amongst the many
smaller groups, giving us an indication of the number of people who would
perhaps be unable to reach the summit without the reassurance of the ropes. It
was also a good reminder that we would need to continue carrying in new ropes
each year or remove them entirely: we watched as every single person placed
their entire weight onto these unknown ropes as they climbed, without ever
pausing to test them.
Finally the afternoon heat burnt out, and we made it to the Castle Plateau. A
separate couple from the Mountaineering Club soon joined us and they had
carried their 15-month-old daughter in a harness the whole way.
To say that this couple put the rest of us to shame is something of an
understatement, but we didn’t dwell on the fact for long. Having made the
ascent it was then time to dig out dresses, heels, tuxedos, the bow ties and the
waistcoats. The heat was oppressive for the fully suited men, so the cocktails
followed immediately, particularly favouring those with ingredients still halffrozen. In a nod to the first ginger President of the club since the turn of the
century, the theme of the event was Red, and the cocktails ranged from El
Diablos and Gin-Gin Mules (made with ginger beer) to white wine poured
over pomegranate seeds.
With plastic glasses in hand, we made our way to the dramatic edge of the
plateau. These are the photos to inspire people to get outdoors, to experience
the Australian landscape, to do the ridiculous. It is, to say the least, a
memorable experience.
With particular thanks to Mika Kontiainen for his help with the history of the event.
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xtravagance, elegance and opulence; none of these come to mind when I think of
multi-day hiking where the “10 second” rule quickly slips to the “can I brush mostOur story starts, like all good hikes, in the wee hours of the morning, bleary eyed and
of the dirt off ” rule. Sitting on a log at the end of a long day, covered in dirt, sweattrying to remember just why I’m rolling out of bed to stomp up some hill. What can I
and the remnants of the 4th layer of sunscreen you applied that day, you glare at thatsay, I’m not a morning person! Our car group, which I shall affectionately name the “sole
muesli bar as if, by the power of thought alone, you can turn it into a steak. It bringscatchers” (everyone knows that for every freckle a red head has is a soul they’ve caught),
to mind the old proverb “Why can’t I have my steak and eat it too?”. Well, on theconsisted of three red heads, myself, Ned and Jess, as well as Nick (honorary red head
22nd of November 2014, myself and friends from the Australian National Universitythrough beard). Arriving at the car park, we were glad to see the other car groups who
Mountaineering Club (ANUMC) set out in an old tradition to prove you can. This ishad spent the night at the nearby camp ground had started off earlier to try and avoid
the story of ANUMC’s Cocktails on the Castle 2014, the red promenade.bottle necks in the scrambles. There was only one thing left to do, catch up to some soles.

Crossing the “river”

Revenge is sweetest from a hammock

When your bag is too wide to fit through a tunnel
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On the way up, I jokingly asked whether this track should be called the track of 1000
It made me feel much better that we had lugged 40 m of 11 mm static line up to replace
squats. Nick, chuckling to himself said “You’ll see”. I quickly came to the conclusion that
any bad fixed lines, in the end we replaced all but one rope and that only because we ran
the walk of 2000 squats was perhaps more accurate and definitely too kind. It was, with no
out.
small amount of pleasure, that I had my revenge when we stopped for lunch at the saddle.
After some fun soloing and rope replacing, we were ready to make the final sprint to the
Yet all our woes were forgotten, when we caught some soles at the scrambles, in part,
top. This section made the whole hike to this point worth while.
because I was too horrified at the state of the fixed ropes that people had been using.
Having reached the top a strange thing occured…everyone started losing their clothes
and dissapearing!

Exposed scamble, only adds to the spice

Ned loving the new ropes

Why are there clothes everywhere!?

Old rope vs new ropes (white)
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Following this strange event, a series off well dressed gentlefolk started appearing from
the surrounding bushes bearing delicious offerings to the mountain gods, ranging fromThe next morning, the disappearance of the gentlefolk was marked with the rising sun
meatloaf to cake and brownies. Toasts to the mountains promptly began as chilledand what would be an uncomfortably hot day of 38 degrees. Was it worth carrying all the
cocktails were served. One couple began dancing next to the edge of the cliff…or wereextra weight up so that we could have our steaks and eat it too. Of course! Waking up to
they posing.this though is what gets me out of bed in the morning to stomp up a hill…even without
cocktails at the end.
Two gentlemen were seen to be discussing the nature of flight and another two were
Story: Chris Capon
pretending to be…turtle I think.
Photos: Jess Hancock (unless noted)
“I do say old sport that this would be a
jolly good place to test that winged contraption
those brothers were building. What were their names again?”

The gentleman turtles…who have been swimming in wine.

Even a member of the next generation
managed to make an appearance. Hiking
before running.

Sunrise on the Castle. Photo: Richard Salmons
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Gear store

The gear store offers club members access to a range
of quality outdoors equipment at incredibly good
hire rates. Available equipment includes:
• Tents
• Sleeping bags and mats
• Backpacks
• Wet weather clothing
• Stoves and food dehydrators
• Mountaineering, climbing and abseiling
equipment
• Cross-country ski, snow-shoeing and backcountry alpine gear
• Kayaks and kayaking equipment
• Mountain bike racks, panniers and lights
• Maps and guidebooks
The gear store is located in the back (northern end)
of the new sports hall in the ANU Sports Union, and
is open from 6–6:30pm on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings. Returns are usually handled on Tuesdays
while hires are made on Thursdays.

Belay courses
Anyone using the indoor climbing walls at the
ANU must have a current belay pass which can be
obtained once you have attended a belay course
and demonstrated the required belay and safety
techniques in use at the ANU. The club runs belay
courses to teach beginners how to safely use the
ropes, harnesses and other safety equipment so
that climbers can fall or be lowered in a controlled
and safe manner. For more experienced climbers,
the belay course is necessary to teach the specific
requirements in place at the ANU climbing walls.
For everybody using the facility this contributes to
ensuring that consistent and safe techniques are
applied and that insurance requirements are met.

How to sign up
Belay courses are listed in the trip calendar on the
ANUMC website, and you can sign up for the event if
you are a club member by logging in and completing
the registration form — non members can create a
website account or email the contact listed for the

course.

available for the regular timeslots due to ANU exams,
tournaments etc. These include:

What to bring
If you have your own climbing shoes, harness etc.
then bring them along. You will be climbing, so wear
appropriate clothing suitable for fitness training or
physical activities. Snug fitting sports shoes with a
thin sole are recommended too as they will make
climbing easier.

Events: 3 April, 7 August, 28–30 August,
19 October, 26–30 October and
28 November

Indoor Climbing Walls

Online

The club has access to the two indoor climbing walls
located in the ANU Sports Union, and they are an
ideal way to develop fitness, build strength and learn
many aspects of rock climbing technique including
valuable tips from more experienced members. The
walls also offer the convenience of being centrally
located and the opportunity to climb indoors at
night or when the weather is unsuitable for climbing
outdoors.
Access on club nights and off-peak times is free and
permitted for club members who have attended,
passed and paid for a belay course (see above). The
club also provides harnesses and shoes to use at the
wall on club nights.

Exams: 1–19 June and 2–20 November 2015

Keeping in touch
The club has a number of online resources to help
members stay up to date and informed, including a
website, facebook and twitter accounts. Generally
new posts are duplicated across these resources, so
you can choose the style that suits you best (see the
sidebar for details), however the website is the most
comprehensive resource and the best way to find out
about and sign up for trips. Note that some areas of
the website require you to be a club member which
will be recorded in your website account when your
membership fee is paid.

Mailing lists

CLUB NIGHTS

The club maintains a number of mailing lists which
members may subscribe to in order to keep up to
date with activities and club matters of interest and
importance to them. Members are also able to post
messages to most of these lists, so they are a practical
way of getting important news out regarding specific
topics without neccessarily spamming the entire club
membership.

[harnesses provided and wall officers present]

Contribute to Epic

Monday
Wednesday

Share the love by sending through your trip reports,
epic photos, gear reviews or bush recipes, by email
to anumc.epic@gmail.com. If you want to become
a regular contributor to Epic, just let the committee
know.

The club has use of the wall for free on two evenings,
one lunchtime and every morning during the week.
These are the hours for access by club members for
2015:

5:30–8:00pm
5:30–8:00pm

OFF-PEAK
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Friday
Saturday

5:00–5:30pm
8:00–9:00pm
12:30–1:30pm
7:00–10:00am
5:00–5:30pm
8:00–9:00pm
2:00–5:00pm
8:00–10:30am
(old wall has limited
availability after 9:00am)

On club nights Climbing Wall Officers will open and
close the faciliity. For off-peak use at other times you
will be responsible for providing your own personal
climbing gear, securing and packing up the anchors
for the ropes being used.

Website
http://anumc.org.au/

Facebook
ANU Mountaineering Club (ANUMC)

Twitter
http://twitter.com/anumcEPIC

Blog
http://anumc.wordpress.com/

Epic email
anumc.epic@gmail.com

Note on climbing wall availability in 2015: There
are some dates where the climbing walls are not
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